
“Guided Reading Lesson” – Juli Newman 

Forty-five states plus the District of Columbia have adopted the Common Core State 

Standards. The increase of standards for comprehending literature and meeting the needs of all 

students heightens the need for effective teaching strategies. Guided reading is an instructional 

practice that “offers teachers specific opportunities to model and show readers particular aspects 

of the reading process” (Braunger & Lewis, 2006, p. 118). Using five steps the teacher can 

actively enhance the student’s comprehension and meet individual student needs. Guided reading 

has been shown to extend student’s understanding of higher-level text complexity and enhance 

independent reading (Morgan et al., 2013). 

The Lexile Framework for Reading, aides teachers in appropriate selection of a text. 

“Using Lexile measures, educators connect students with instructional resources that match their 

individual reading ability” (www.lexile.com). The Lexile measure for The Mouse and the 

Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary, is 860. The Common Core range of the Lexile measure would 

suggest this text, in terms of text complexity, would be appropriate for typical 4th grade students. 

Using guided reading, this novel can be used for 2nd or 3rd grade students. It represents a higher 

level of sentence structure and vocabulary, yet maintains an appropriate content and theme for 

the lower grade.  

Guided reading always begins with an introduction to the text. In the first meeting with 

the small group, the teacher introduces the text to the students. The Mouse and the Motorcycle 

presents a good opportunity to research and discuss the invention of the motorcycle, classify 

motorcycles by make, model, year, and engine size, and become familiar with parts of a 

machine. Motorcycle and bicycle safety is also a good extension. The teacher would engage in a 

compound word lessons, having students create a compound word wall beginning with the word 

motorcycle. Word spokes, using the root words motor, meaning to move, and cycle, meaning to 
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wheel or circle would be completed. Additional language arts tools could be used, such as word 

finds, or creating an acrostic poem for the word “motorcycle”. Students would also be given 

applied math problems involving miles per hour and distance in relation to a motorcycle. The 

teacher would then set the stage for the actual text stating, “Keith Gridley and his parents have 

come from Ohio and just checked into the Mountain View Inn. They are on vacation and have 

decided to spend the weekend at this quaint, but slightly old and spooky hotel. Mrs. Gridley is 

concerned the hotel may have mice due to its condition. Her son Keith is hoping the hotel has 

mice; just like some of the boys in this class…he likes them. Read chapter 1 to find out what 

happens…” These activities are intended to pique the interest of the student, give background to 

the text, and prepare the students for vocabulary building. 

“The first reading is usually silent” (Gunning, 2010, p. 375). The teacher has the 

opportunity to observe the students and make notes on fluency, attention to reading, and signs of 

difficulty reading. As the students read chapter one of the novel they will write down the 

following five words as they encounter them: bellboy, croquet, vacancy, dreadful, and 

threadbare. Students are to take notes regarding setting and characters using a prepared graphic 

organizer. After reading the chapter, discussion will be used to clarify any confusion students 

encountered while reading, acknowledge correct comprehension, and connect the discussion to 

other domains or real-life situations. The teacher poses the following questions: 

1. Where and when is the story taking place? 

2. Who are the main characters? 

3. What happened in chapter 1? 

4. Based on the pictures in chapter 1, can you infer who also lives in Room 215? 
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5. Find an example in the text where the author foreshadows that mice live in the 

hotel?  

6. Has anyone had an experience like this one before? 

7. How are you and Keith alike or different? 

The teacher can support students in finding explicit and implicit textual evidence to support their 

answers. Discussing why students answered the way they did can strengthen their ability to infer 

and use contextual clues. Positive reinforcement is used to strengthen emerging skills. 

Difficulties with comprehension can be easily addressed with individual students. Guiding the 

students through the text, showing them how to find the answers teaches struggling students 

important comprehension strategies.  

 The students will engage in a webquest, Melanieandthemouse.blogspot.com, to further 

engage them in the story and define the vocabulary words. Revisiting the text to reread the 

vocabulary words in context aides in retention of the words. Revisiting the text will allow the 

students to complete the webquest assignment for chapter 1. They must write a journal entry 

about Ralph, citing four interesting facts (www.melanieandthemouse.blogspot.com). In addition, 

students will write four interesting facts about themselves, to increase comprehension by relating 

to the text. The teacher is prepared with a variety of extension activities, to be matched with 

individual student strengths. Using the details in the book, students can draw pictures of the first 

chapter. Students can write a “pre”review of the book, predicting what may happen, or write an 

advertisement for the Inn, based on the descriptions given in the first chapter. These types of 

activities may lead to more curiosity about the following chapters, making the student more 

inclined to read for content. The same steps are repeated for the following chapters to build 

consistency in utilizing comprehension strategies.  
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“Teachers need meaningful ways to help students become more proficient readers as they 

strive to help them achieve the CCSS” (Morgan et al., 2013, p. 23). Guided reading lessons are 

one way to individualize the skills needed to comprehend text. It can allow some students to read 

and comprehend text at a higher level of complexity than they would reading independently. 

Differentiated instruction can be fun and effective. 
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